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A new guide to the MCSE Windows NT Workstation Certification Exam inroduces
readers to the test, diagraming basic concepts while also offering g opportunities
for self-assessment along the way.
Written by Mike Meyers, the industry's leading certification training expert, this
authoritative reference offers complete coverage of all material on the Network+
certification exam. You’ll find exam objectives at the beginning of each chapter,
helpful exam tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and photographs and
illustrations. The bonus CD-ROM contains practice tests, hundreds of questions,
and video clips. This comprehensive guide not only helps you pass this
challenging certification exam, but will also serve as an invaluable on-the-job
reference.
Packed with hands-on learning tools, Tomsho's GUIDE TO NETWORKING
ESSENTIALS, Eighth Edition, equips you with the knowledge and skills to work
with network infrastructure devices and network operating systems in a small to
medium-size network environment. Focusing on troubleshooting and computer
networking technologies, it delivers a comprehensive introduction to network
protocols and network devices, including wireless and cybersecurity
technologies. It reflects the latest networking technologies and operating
systems, covers new Ethernet standards, includes an Internet of Things (IoT)
chapter and adds certification mapping to the Microsoft Technology Associate
(MTA Exam 98-366) in Networking Fundamentals. Maximizing your success,
virtual labs and the MindTap digital learning solution give you ample opportunities
to put what you learn into practice and prep for the certification test.
The Microsoft Technology Associate MTA certification is an entry-level
certification which serves as a good starting point for students and educators who
may eventually progress to the Microsoft Technology Specialist MCTS or higher
programs. Simply put, it assesses the foundational knowledge necessary to
pursue MCTS, MCITP or MCPD certifications. The certification focuses more on
knowledge and a little less on skills. However, the knowledge areas are all based
on MS products so you must know those products inside and out. Questions on
the general knowledge are relatively easy. Product and technology specific
technical questions, however, are way more difficult. This is why we developed
this study product - we focus on those difficult topics that involve difficult technical
skills. We want you to be able to answer these difficult questions and secure
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exam success accordingly. Exam 98-366: Networking Fundamentals deals with
the basics of Windows networking. Exam 98-367: Security Fundamentals is
designed to provide candidates with an assessment of their knowledge of
fundamental security concepts. Both exams share many common knowledge
topics so it makes sense to study both together.
Written by Mike Meyers, the industry's leading certification training expert, this
authoritative reference offers complete coverage of all material on the Network+
certification exam. You’ll find exam objectives at the beginning of each chapter,
helpful exam tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and photographs and
illustrations. This comprehensive guide not only helps you pass this challenging
certification exam, but will also serve as an invaluable on-the-job reference.
A full-color guide to key Windows 7 administration concepts andtopics Windows
7 is the leading desktop software, yet it can be adifficult concept to grasp,
especially for those new to the fieldof IT. Microsoft Windows Operating System
Essentials is anideal resource for anyone new to computer administration
andlooking for a career in computers. Delving into areas such asfundamental
Windows 7 administration concepts and various desktopOS topics, this full-color
book addresses the skills necessary forindividuals looking to break into a career
in IT. Each chapter begins with a list of topic areas to be discussed,followed by a
clear and concise discussion of the core Windows 7administration concepts and
skills necessary so you can gain astrong understanding of the chapter topic
areas. The chaptersconclude with review questions and suggested labs, so you
can gaugeyour understanding of the chapter's contents. Offers in-depth coverage
of operating systemconfigurations Explains how to install and upgrade client
systems Addresses managing applications and devices Helps you understand
operating system maintenance Covers the topics you need to know for the MTA
98-349 exam The full-color Microsoft Windows 7 Essentials provesitself to be an
invaluable resource on Windows 7 and featuresadditional learning tutorials and
tools.
- This is the latest practice test to pass the 98-366 Microsoft Networking Fundamentals
Exam. - It contains 197 Questions and Answers. - All the questions are 100% valid and
stable. - You can reply on this practice test to pass the exam with a good mark and in
the first attempt.
Welcome to MTA 98-366: Networking Fundamentals uCertify Course and Labs MTA
98-366: Networking Fundamentals uCertify Course and Labs is an easy-to-use online
course that allows you to assess your readiness and teaches you what you need to
know to pass the Microsoft 98-366 exam. Master all of the MTA 98-366 exam
objectives in the framework of MTA Networking Fundamentals interactive eBook. The
interactive eBook includes informative text, tables, step-by-step lists, images,
interactive exercises, glossary flash cards, and review activities. The course comes
complete with extensive pre- and post-assessment tests. In total there are over 190
practice questions. The award-winning uCertify Labs help bridge the gap between
conceptual knowledge and real-world application by providing competency-based,
interactive, online, 24x7 training. uCertify Labs simulate real-world hardware, software
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applications and operating systems, and command-line interfaces. The 370+ labs are
supplemented with videos demonstrating lab solutions. Students can feel safe working
in this virtual environment resolving real-world operating system and hardware
problems. All of the content-the complete eBook, the practice questions, the exercises,
and the labs-is focused around the official Microsoft exam objectives.
This is the book to have if you're considering the Network+ certification. Within its
informative pages, best-selling author Mike Meyers provides easy-to-understand
coverage of the latest exam objectives. Prepare for the exam with the most complete
study guide available. Identify key concepts and tools using informative graphics, use
the objectives map to quickly find specific review areas, practice with chapter questions,
and obtain need-to-know information with exam tips. The bonus CD-ROM contains a
testing engine with questions found only on the CD. Plus, the book makes a great onthe-job reference once you've become certified.
The core concepts and technologies of Windows networking Networking can be a
complex topic, especially for those new to the field of IT. This focused, full-color book
takes a unique approach to teaching Windows networking to beginners by stripping
down a network to its bare basics, thereby making each topic clear and easy to
understand. Focusing on the new Microsoft Technology Associate (MTA) program, this
book pares down to just the essentials, showing beginners how to gain a solid
foundation for understanding networking concepts upon which more advanced topics
and technologies can be built. This straightforward guide begins each chapter by laying
out a list of topics to be discussed, followed by a concise discussion of the core
networking skills you need to have to gain a strong handle on the subject matter.
Chapters conclude with review questions and suggested labs so you can measure your
level of understanding of the chapter's content. Serves as an ideal resource for gaining
a solid understanding of fundamental networking concepts and skills Offers a
straightforward and direct approach to networking basics and covers network
management tools, TCP/IP, the name resolution process, and network protocols and
topologies Reviews all the topics you need to know for taking the MTA 98-366 exam
Provides an overview of networking components, discusses connecting computers to a
network, and looks at connecting networks with routers If you're new to IT and
interested in entering the IT workforce, then Microsoft Windows Networking Essentials
is essential reading.
De diepgaande, gezaghebbende referentie voor gemiddelde tot gevorderde IT-audit- en
IT-beveiligingsprofessionals. Na meldingen van Denial-of-Service-aanvallen en
datalekken van grote bedrijven over de hele wereld in de afgelopen tijd en de daarmee
gepaard gaande impact op bedrijfsactiviteiten, kan de noodzaak om de veiligheid van
het intranet en de internetomgeving te waarborgen niet genoeg benadrukt worden.
Gezien het wijdverbreide gebruik van Windows-besturingssystemen en andere
bijbehorende diensten, is het duidelijk dat de beveiliging van de Windows-infrastructuur
moet worden gewaarborgd door het implementeren van standaardconfiguraties, goede
interne controlesystemen, bedrijfsbeleid en het promoten van best practices en
gebruikersbewustzijn binnen de besturingsomgeving. Auditors en andere IT Assuranceprofessionals zijn verplicht om de veiligheid van alle bedrijfssystemen te waarborgen
door een robuust intern audit- en beveiligingsbeoordelingsproces in te stellen voor
continue verbetering van goede beveiligingspraktijken. "Auditing van uw WindowsPage 3/9
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infrastructuur, intranet en internetbeveiliging" door Nwabueze Ohia biedt inzicht aan IT
Assurance-professionals (auditors van informatiesystemen,
informatiesysteemcontrollers, IT/IS-beveiliging en IT/IS Risk-professionals) over hoe
met succes audit- of beveiligingsbeoordelingen van Windows infrastructuur, intranet en
internet omgeving van hun organisaties. Eerst werd een aantal van de risico's,
kwetsbaarheden en proces- en beheersfouten gemarkeerd die verband houden met
sommige Windows-systemen, e-mailinfrastructuur (uitwisselingsserver) en Actieve
Directory / Domein Controller Infrastructure en hoe deze de veiligheid van de
intranetomgeving van organisaties kunnen beïnvloeden . Dit is belangrijk om de lezer
bewust te maken van de inherente risico's / kwetsbaarheden in verband met de
Windows-infrastructuur. Daarna benadrukte het vervolgens de stappen om de
controletests uit te voeren om de effectiviteit of anderszins van de controles rond het
volgende te verifiëren; Actieve Directory / domeincontroller, Exchange Server, TMG /
ISA Server, Windows-servers en -werkstations, Skype voor zakelijke server,
virtualisatieserver en DNS-servers. Dit uitgebreide en uitgebreide auditprogramma biedt
een stapsgewijze handleiding voor het beoordelen van de effectiviteit van de controles
op het intranet en internet van een organisatie om de veiligheid te waarborgen . Het
boek identificeerde kwetsbaarheden inherent aan de Windows-infrastructuur (servers
en diensten) in combinatie met hun implicaties voor de vertrouwelijkheid, integriteit en
beschikbaarheid van informatiemiddelen. Een gedetailleerde controletestprocedure om
de effectiviteit van de besturingselementen rondom het systeem te verifiëren, werd in
het boek verstrekt. Het auditprogramma had betrekking op bedrijfsbeleid (ITbeveiligingsbeleid, wachtwoordbeleid, aanvaardbaar gebruik van computeractivabeleid, netwerkbeleid, enz.), Systeembeheer, beveiligings- basislijnconfiguratie voor
Windows-infrastructuur, logische toegangscontrole en authenticatie,
groepsbeleidsobject (GPO) instellingen, wijzigingsbeheer, ondernemingslogboekbeheer
en correlatie, patchbeheer, preventie van gegevensverlies / eindpuntbeheer,
kwetsbaarheidsbeheer, virusbeheer, virtualisatie, instant messaging en e-maildiensten,
back-up- en archiveringsservices, spamcontrole, bring-you-own-device beleid en
administratie, onder anderen.
Students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong foundation in the
basics before moving on to more advanced technology courses and certification
programs. The Microsoft Technology Associate (MTA) is a new and innovative
certification track designed to provide a pathway for future success in technology
courses and careers. The MTA program curriculum helps instructors teach and validate
fundamental technology concepts and provides students with a foundation for their
careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies. Through
the use of MOAC MTA titles you can help ensure your students future success in and
out of the classroom. This text covers the fundamentals of local area networking,
defining networks with the OSI Model and understanding wired and wireless networks.
In addition it includes understanding Internet Protocol, implementing TCP/IP and
working with networking services. Your students will better understand wide area
networks along with defining network infrastructures and network security.
The Windows 98 exam (#70-098) can be taken as one of the four requirements for the
MCSE or for the MCPS certification--making this "Test Success" title a perfect way to
get ahead.
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"In this unique video package, top IT instructor/consultant Ed Liberman helps you
master the core skills you need to run and manage networks, and fully prepare for your
MTA 98-366 certification exam. Drawing on his experience helping thousands of people
supercharge their IT careers, Ed helps you develop real world skills for success with
networking -- and even have fun while you learn. Step by step, you'll build and deepen
your knowledge of modern network infrastructures: both wired and wireless, local and
wide area. Ed introduces hardware, protocols, services, and even basic network
security concepts."--Resource description page.
The Microsoft Technology Associate MTA certification is an entry-level certification
which serves as a good starting point for students and educators who may eventually
progress to the higher programs. Simply put, it assesses the foundational knowledge
necessary to pursue MCSE, MCSD and the like. The MTA certification focuses more on
knowledge and a little less on skills. However, the knowledge areas are all based on
MS products so you must know those products inside and out. Questions on the
general knowledge are relatively easy. Product and technology specific technical
questions, however, are way more difficult. This is why we developed this study product
- we focus on those difficult topics that involve difficult technical skills. We want you to
be able to answer these difficult questions and secure exam success accordingly.
Exam 98-366: Networking Fundamentals deals with the basics of Windows networking.
Exam 98-367: Security Fundamentals is designed to provide candidates with an
assessment of their knowledge of fundamental security concepts. Both exams share
many common knowledge topics so it makes sense to study both together.
Networking FundamentalsDevelop the networking skills required to pass the Microsoft
MTA Networking Fundamentals Exam 98-366Packt Publishing Ltd
Become well-versed with basic networking concepts such as routing, switching, and
subnetting, and prepare for the Microsoft 98-366 exam Key Features Build a strong
foundation in networking concepts Explore both the hardware and software aspects of
networking Prepare by taking mock tests with up-to-date exam questions Book
Description A network is a collection of computers, servers, mobile devices, or other
computing devices connected for sharing data. This book will help you become well
versed in basic networking concepts and prepare to pass Microsoft's MTA Networking
Fundamentals Exam 98-366. Following Microsoft's official syllabus, the book starts by
covering network infrastructures to help you differentiate intranets, internets, and
extranets, and learn about network topologies. You'll then get up to date with common
network hardware devices such as routers and switches and the media types used to
connect them together. As you advance, the book will take you through different
protocols and services and the requirements to follow a standardized approach to
networking. You'll get to grips with the OSI and TCP/IP models as well as IPv4 and
IPv6. The book also shows you how to recall IP addresses through name resolution.
Finally, you'll be able to practice everything you've learned and take the exam
confidently with the help of mock tests. By the end of this networking book, you'll have
developed a strong foundation in the essential networking concepts needed to pass
Exam 98-366. What you will learn Things you will learn: Become well versed in
networking topologies and concepts Understand network infrastructures such as
intranets, extranets, and more Explore network switches, routers, and other network
hardware devices Get to grips with different network protocols and models such as OSI
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and TCP/IP Work with a variety of network services such as DHCP, NAT, firewalls, and
remote access Apply networking concepts in different real-world scenarios Who this
book is for If you're new to the IT industry or simply want to gain a thorough
understanding of networking, this book is for you. A basic understanding of the
Windows operating system and your network environment will be helpful.
The core concepts and technologies of Windows networking Networking can be a
complex topic, especially for those new tothe field of IT. This focused, full-color book
takes a uniqueapproach to teaching Windows networking to beginners by
strippingdown a network to its bare basics, thereby making each topic clearand easy to
understand. Focusing on the new Microsoft TechnologyAssociate (MTA) program, this
book pares down to just theessentials, showing beginners how to gain a solid
foundation forunderstanding networking concepts upon which more advanced
topicsand technologies can be built. This straightforward guide begins each chapter by
laying out alist of topics to be discussed, followed by a concise discussion ofthe core
networking skills you need to have to gain a strong handleon the subject matter.
Chapters conclude with review questions andsuggested labs so you can measure your
level of understanding ofthe chapter's content. Serves as an ideal resource for gaining
a solid understandingof fundamental networking concepts and skills Offers a
straightforward and direct approach to networkingbasics and covers network
management tools, TCP/IP, the nameresolution process, and network protocols and
topologies Reviews all the topics you need to know for taking the MTA98-366 exam
Provides an overview of networking components, discussesconnecting computers to a
network, and looks at connecting networkswith routers If you're new to IT and
interested in entering the IT workforce,then Microsoft Windows Networking Essentials is
essentialreading.
"The Street Smarts series is designed to help current or aspiring IT professionals put
their certification to work for them. Full of practical, real world scenarios, each book
features actual tasks from the field and then offers step-by-step exercises that teach the
skills necessary to complete those tasks. Broken down into the various aspects of a PC
technician's job, this book provides you with step-by-step guidance for performing some
of the most common and some of the most daunting tasks PC technicians face.
Whether you're looking to break into the field of PC technicians, are pursuing your A+
certification, or are seeking some unique guidance to performing real-world tasks, this
resource is essential"--Resource description p.
Students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong foundation in the
basics before moving on to more advanced technology courses and certification
programs. The Microsoft Technology Associate (MTA) is a new and innovative
certification track designed to provide a pathway for future success in technology
courses and careers. The MTA program curriculum helps instructors teach and validate
fundamental technology knowledge and provides students with a foundation for their
careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies. Through
the use of MOAC MTA titles you can help ensure your students future success in and
out of the classroom. Database Administration Fundamentals covers introductory
knowledge and skills including: relational databases; core database concepts; relational
database concepts; security requirements for databases and the data stored in them;
database objects -- such as tables and views; graphical tools and T-SQL scripts;
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database queries; and stored procedures.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent
reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical
solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
Install, Configure and Setup different connections with pfSense Key Features Build
firewall and routing solutions with PfSense. Learn how to create captive portals, how to
connect Pfsense to your https environment and so on. Practical approach towards
building firewall solutions for your organization Book Description As computer networks
become ubiquitous, it has become increasingly important to both secure and optimize
our networks. pfSense, an open-source router/firewall, provides an easy, cost-effective
way of achieving this – and this book explains how to install and configure pfSense in
such a way that even a networking beginner can successfully deploy and use pfSense.
This book begins by covering networking fundamentals, deployment scenarios, and
hardware sizing guidelines, as well as how to install pfSense. The book then covers
configuration of basic services such as DHCP, DNS, and captive portal and VLAN
configuration. Careful consideration is given to the core firewall functionality of pfSense,
and how to set up firewall rules and traffic shaping. Finally, the book covers the basics
of VPNs, multi-WAN setups, routing and bridging, and how to perform diagnostics and
troubleshooting on a network. What you will learn Install pfSense Configure additional
interfaces, and enable and configure DHCP Understand Captive portal Understand
firewalls and NAT, and traffic shaping Learn in detail about VPNs Understand MultiWAN Learn about routing and bridging in detail Understand the basics of diagnostics
and troubleshooting networks Who this book is for This book is towards any network
security professionals who want to get introduced to the world of firewalls and network
configurations using Pfsense. No knowledge of PfSense is required
Covers the concepts and fundamentals of Microsoft Windows server with information
on such topics as active directory, group policy, installation, storage, and remote
access.
Here's the book you need to prepare the latest Building Cisco Remote Access
Networks (BCRAN) exam, 642-821. This Study Guide provides: * In-depth coverage of
key exam topics * Practical information on planning, configuring, and troubleshooting
Cisco remote access networks * Hundreds of challenging review questions * Leadingedge exam preparation software, including a test engine, sample simulation questions,
and electronic flashcards Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: *
Providing remote access to a network with asynchronous dial-in, Frame Relay, ISDN,
cable modem, and DSL * Managing traffic flow on WAN links * Using PPP as an access
and encapsulation method * Configuring access control to manage and limit remote
access * Configuring VPN operation using Cisco IOS * Configuring Network Address
Translation (NAT) * Planning a Cisco ISDN solution for remote access or primary link
back-up * Design a Cisco frame relay infrastructure * Troubleshooting non-functional
remote access systems * Troubleshooting traffic control problems on a WAN link
A training kit for individuals studying to past test #70-58, Networking Essentials, for
MCSE certification, features a tutorial to help build in-depth mastery of each networking
concept and provides sample test questions to help readers apply specific skills to realworld situations. Original. (Advanced).
>The Microsoft Technology Associate MTA certification is an entry-level certification
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which serves as a good starting point for students and educators who may eventually
progress to the Microsoft Technology Specialist MCTS or higher programs. Simply put,
it assesses the foundational knowledge necessary to pursue MCTS, MCITP or MCPD
certifications. The certification focuses more on knowledge and a little less on skills.
However, the knowledge areas are all based on MS products so you must know those
products inside and out. Questions on the general knowledge are relatively easy.
Product and technology specific technical questions, however, are way more difficult.
This is why we developed this study product - we focus on those difficult topics that
involve difficult technical skills. We want you to be able to answer these difficult
questions and secure exam success accordingly. Exam 98-366: Networking
Fundamentals deals with the basics of Windows networking. Exam 98-367: Security
Fundamentals is designed to provide candidates with an assessment of their
knowledge of fundamental security concepts. Both exams share many common
knowledge topics so it makes sense to study both together.
Become well-versed with basic networking concepts such as routing, switching, and
subnetting, and prepare for the Microsoft 98-366 exam Key Features Build a strong
foundation in networking concepts Explore both the hardware and software aspects of
networking Prepare by taking mock tests with up-to-date exam questions Book
Description A network is a collection of computers, servers, mobile devices, or other
computing devices connected for sharing data. This book will help you become well
versed in basic networking concepts and prepare to pass Microsoft's MTA Networking
Fundamentals Exam 98-366. Following Microsoft's official syllabus, the book starts by
covering network infrastructures to help you differentiate intranets, internets, and
extranets, and learn about network topologies. You’ll then get up to date with common
network hardware devices such as routers and switches and the media types used to
connect them together. As you advance, the book will take you through different
protocols and services and the requirements to follow a standardized approach to
networking. You’ll get to grips with the OSI and TCP/IP models as well as IPv4 and
IPv6. The book also shows you how to recall IP addresses through name resolution.
Finally, you’ll be able to practice everything you’ve learned and take the exam
confidently with the help of mock tests. By the end of this networking book, you’ll have
developed a strong foundation in the essential networking concepts needed to pass
Exam 98-366. What you will learn Things you will learn: Become well versed in
networking topologies and concepts Understand network infrastructures such as
intranets, extranets, and more Explore network switches, routers, and other network
hardware devices Get to grips with different network protocols and models such as OSI
and TCP/IP Work with a variety of network services such as DHCP, NAT, firewalls, and
remote access Apply networking concepts in different real-world scenarios Who this
book is for If you’re new to the IT industry or simply want to gain a thorough
understanding of networking, this book is for you. A basic understanding of the
Windows operating system and your network environment will be helpful.
Introducing a complete guide to deploying and managing Windows 7 that is suitable for IT
professionals and students alike! This instructional text provides the information users need to
successfully migrate to Windows 7 and immediately derive benefits from it. Readers will learn
about the new features in Windows 7, such as advanced security, and how those features
compare to Windows Vista and Windows XP. Valuable for professionals, but written in a way
that is understandable to the novice networking student, this informative guide examines
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Windows 7 in a thorough and logical manner making the information easy to understand and
preparing readers for Microsoft's MCTS Exam #70-680. The hands-on activities and case
projects help learners practice new skills, and review questions and key terms reinforce
important information. The accompanying CD provides valuable certification preparation
material, including test preparation software. With a section devoted to troubleshooting, this
text also doubles as a manual that professionals can take on the job with them. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
"Computer Networking Essentials" starts with an introduction to networking concepts. Readers
learn computer networking terminology and history, and then dive into the technical concepts
involved in sharing data across a computer network.
This full-color guide covers the basics of securing a Windows operating system and prepares
you to take the Microsoft Technology Associate Exam 98-367, Security Fundamentals. You?ll
learn essential security principles, then quickly get up to speed on malware, NTFS
permissions, firewalls, encryption, and much more.
Welcome to MTA 98-367: Security Fundamentals uCertify Course and Labs MTA 98-366:
Networking Fundamentals uCertify Course and Labs is an easy-to-use online MTA 98-367:
Security Fundamentals uCertify Course and Labs is an easy-to- use online course that allows
you to assess your readiness and teaches you what you need to know to pass the Microsoft
98-367 exam. Master all of the MTA 98-367 exam objectives in the framework of MTA Security
Fundamentals interactive eBook. The interactive eBook includes informative text, tables, stepby-step lists, images, interactive exercises, glossary flash cards, and review activities. The
course comes complete with extensive pre- and post-assessment tests. In total there are over
85 practice questions. The award-winning uCertify Labs help bridge the gap between
conceptual knowledge and real-world application by providing competency-based, interactive,
online, 24x7 training. uCertify Labs simulate real-world hardware, software applications and
operating systems, and command-line interfaces. The 370+ labs are supplemented with videos
demonstrating lab solutions. Students can feel safe working in this virtual environment
resolving real-world operating system and hardware problems. All of the content-the complete
eBook, the practice questions, the exercises, and the labs-is focused around the official
Microsoft exam objectives.
A two-book set for those on the Microsoft Technology Associate track to move forward with
technology The set includes Exam 98-366: MTA Networking Fundamentals and Exam 98-365
MTA Windows Server Administration Fundamentals. The MTA Exam 98-365 text covers
fundamentals such as managing and troubleshooting servers. It also addresses topics ranging
from directory to print services. The Exam 98-366 text covers LAN basics, wired and wireless
networks, and defining networks with the OSI Model. It addresses Internet Protocol, TCP/IP,
and networking services. Students learn more about defining network infrastructures and
security. The Microsoft Technology Associate certification track offers a path to success in
technology.
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